






Types of delivery and packing

Products in straight lengths

We offer seven standard packing types which are optimised 
according to the products. Each package has a label on the

front side with all data required to identify the product/order.
Variations to the selection shown can be arranged.

Types of packaging conditions for products in straight 
lengths

Wooden case for round rods < 10 mm Z011

Wooden case for sections/tubes Z012

Stackable: approx. 500 kg, approx. 3 m

Bundle of round rods ≥ 10 mm Z021

Bundle of sections/tubes Z022

Weight: 1000 kg (500 kg)

Returnable wooden case for rods Z031

Weight: approx. 1000 kg

Returnable wooden case for tubes Z032

Pallet with 

cardboard for

sections/tubes in 

short lengths 

Weight: max. 500 kg

  Z092Cardboard for sections/tubes Z040

with interleaving foil

Billets on wooden pallet Z150Skeleton box for sections/tubes in short lengths Z112

Weight: max. 800 kg

The choice of delivery and packaging type allows the co-ordination of transport, storage and processing options across a 
wide range.











The recommendations for packing depend on the agreed 
layering type and can be adapted to the customer's storage 
and processing options. Each package has a label on the front

side with all data required to identify the product/order. The 
packages shown are recommendations only and changes may 
be agreed accordingly.

Packaging types 
for level-wound coils

Pallet for level-wound wire  Z060

(in horizontal position) without cardboard 

core / on cardboard core, fixed with

4 steel straps. Weight: max. 1000 kg

Types of delivery and packing

Packaging types for bunched/coiled wires

Re-usable packing

With the environment and the reduction of disposal costs in mind, most Wieland 
products are packed in re-usable packaging. These particularly stable designs 
offer optimum protection against transportation damage and offer ease of handling. 
These are supplied to you or returned to us free of charge upon request. All re-
usable packaging is labelled as follows

Cardboard drum Z130

Bundled wire, drum with cover, 

Outer-Ø x core-Ø x height = 600 x 400 x 550

Pallet 75 x 75 cm

Uncoiling device for wire in coils Z140

On pallet 80 x 80 cm, fixed with steel strap 

Total height: 112 cm

Pallet with cardboard Z091 

for coils (in horizontal position)

Weight: max. 500 kg

Skeleton box for coils Z111

with interleaving cardboard

(in vertical/horizontal position)

box lined with cardboard

Weight: max. 800 kg

Wooden case for coils Z100

(in horizontal position), coils with interleaving 

cardboard, frame with cover.

Height: max. 70 cm 

Weight: max. 800 kg

Pallet for coils vertical Z081

Pallet with wooden wedges

Height: max. 120 cm

Weight: max. 1,000 kg

Leihverpackung bitte zurücksenden

Packing to be returned

Emballage consigné à retourner


